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INTRODUCING MIDDLETON, THE HEAVIEST PORTABLE 
SOUND FROM MARSHALL. MIDDLETON HAS A 
QUAD-SPEAKER SET-UP TO ENSURE THE ULTIMATE 
IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE WHEREVER YOU ROAM.

Control playback and adjust the bass and treble using 
the top-mounted controls or the dedicated app. Built-in 
Dynamic Loudness adjusts the tonal balance of the sound 
to ensure your music sounds brilliant at every volume. 
Middleton utilises True Stereophonic, a unique form of 
multi-directional stereo sound from Marshall. Experience 
superior spatial and binaural sound that flows around you 
and fills any space. This is absolute 360° sound, where 
every spot is a sweet spot.

Middleton is equally at home in the festival mud or on 
your polished sideboard thanks to its iconic yet durable 
design. With a rugged IP67 dust and water-resistant 
build, a bit of rain and dirt won’t get under its skin. 
Middleton’s sturdy build comprises 55% post-consumer 
recycled plastic and is completely PVC-free. This speaker 
drops you straight into your music with no trouble or fuss 
– just pair, play and enjoy 20+ hours of portable playtime 
on a single charge. Keep the music going when your 
phone battery is low, charge your device on the move with 
Middleton’s trusty power bank feature. Middleton also 
connects to other Middleton speakers, amplify the sound 
with Stack Mode and discover a sound as big as your 
imagination. Stacked or solo, Middleton fills whatever 
space you’re in with colossal sound. 

OPTIMISED FOR LOUD
Carry the heaviest portable sound in your hand. Middleton 
utilises True Stereophonic, a unique form of multi-
directional stereo sound from Marshall to deliver the 
ultimate immersive experience wherever you roam.

ULTIMATE PORTABILITY, RAIN OR SHINE
Middleton is equally at home in the festival mud, or on 
your polished sideboard thanks to its iconic yet durable 
design. With a rugged IP67 dust and water-resistant 
build, a bit of rain and dirt won’t get under its skin. 

20+ HOURS OF PORTABLE PLAYTIME
Middleton keeps the music going with 20+ hours of portable 
playtime on a single charge. When you do need to charge, 
plug in your speaker and you’ll be back to full battery in only 
4.5 hours – the next encore is never far away.

AMPLIFY YOUR SOUND WITH STACK MODE
Connect Middleton to other Middleton speakers and 
amplify the sound with a multi-speaker Stack session. 
Stack them up or spread them out for a colossal sound 
that fits whatever space you’re in.

SUPERIOR, HASSLE-FREE LISTENING
Middleton drops you straight into your music with no fuss 
– just pair and play. Nothing stands between you and the 
music you want to hear. If you want a more customised 
sound, adjust the bass and treble on the top of the speaker, 
or download the app to control the sound wirelessly.

MAKING MUSIC MORE SUSTAINABLE
Middleton holds true to the iconic design that speaks 
to the brand’s heritage while delivering on a more 
sustainable approach from Marshall. The speaker’s sturdy 
build comprises 55% post-consumer recycled plastic 
from used electronics, water bottles and automotive light 
covers, and is 100% PVC-free.

EU: ...........................................................................................299 EUR
SE: ......................................................................................... 3195 SEK 
US: .......................................................................................... 299 USD
UK: ...........................................................................................269 GBP 
CN: ........................................................................................ 2299 CNY

MANUFACTURER’S SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE

DIMENSIONS: 109 x 230 x 95 mm / 4.29 x 9.06 x 3.74 in
WEIGHT: 1.8 kg / 4.0 lb
POWER AMPLIFIERS: Class D amplifiers: 2 x 20 W, 2 x 10 W
MAXIMUM SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL: 87 dB SPL @ 1 m
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 50 Hz – 20 kHz 
STEREO/MONO: Stereo
TIME TO FULL RECHARGE: 4.5 hours with 5 V, 3 A charger

TECHNICAL INFO
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Marshall is a true rock legend. A distinct and expressive sound combined with an iconic stage presence that has 
inspired music fans around the world for over five decades. This unparalleled amount of wisdom has been distilled 
and fused into every part of Marshall headphones and speakers. Nothing has been compromised when expanding the 
Marshall heritage of big stage performance to the individual enjoyment of good music. 

The legacy began in a small Hanwell drum shop in the 1960s, where Jim Marshall sought to give a bunch of then-local  

guitarists the sound they wanted – a sound that was harder, crunchier and more rich. The result was the JTM45, 
an amp that reverberated with a sound that was much heavier than anything ever heard before. In a twist of 
rock and roll fate – those guitarists, much like the Marshall name, would go on to revolutionise music forever.
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ABOUT MARSHALL

LEGENDARY SOUND,
BUILT FOR THE ROAD.

MIDDLETON WILL BE AVAILABLE GLOBALLY FOR PURCHASE ONLINE AT 
MARSHALLHEADPHONES.COM FROM 31ST OF JANUARY 2023.
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